RED RPM ON CURB TOP FACING SIDE STREET,
5' O.C., WHITE W/REFLECTIVE RED, ZUMAR
MODEL 953 OR APPROVED EQUAL RED
REFLECTIVE SURFACE FACING SIDE STREET

REFER TO STD. 720
STamped CONCreTE DETAIL
R3-2 SYMBOL
"NO LEFT TURN"
REVERSE 'S'

R4-7
AND OM-1
OFFSET
8" LINE
BY 1 FT.

R = 1'
3'
15'

R = 8'
3'
10.5'

R3-2 "NO LEFT SYMBOL" AND
R6-2 "ONE WAY"

R3-5R "RIGHT ONLY SYMBOL"
WITH R-1 "STOP"

ALIGN CURBS

6" CURB FACE

3" CURB FACE
CURB FACES 3" TO 6"
(Both CURBS)

DEPRESSED MEDIAN NOSE DETAIL

NOTE: HORIZONTAL CONTROL DIMENSIONS SUBJECT TO SIDE STREET GEOMETRY ADJUSTMENT.